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Dedication

 To my wife Denise, who has been a witness to and partner in my life.
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About the author

 M D Stone was born and raised on the Gulf Coast

where Texas and Louisiana meld together. Here he

met his wife of 40 plus years. He has 4 children and

12 grandkids that he likes to call ?The Dirty Dozen.?

 Learning from the unpredictable waters of the Gulf

of Mexico, he says, has given him an appreciation

for the unexpected and an appetite for the majestic.
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 The Crayon Box

The Crayon Box 

The colors in the box sit patient and still 

Selected by the artist's whims and will 

Unfettered by time or the ticking clocks 

Designed by what's in The Crayon Box 

There are colors brilliant and bright 

Also the dark shades that color our plight 

And nature wild like the redness of the fox 

All contained within The Crayon Box 

The mixes and blends that shade our day 

As life's circumstance come our way 

The colors of life's little building blocks 

Found in the confines of The Crayon Box 

And colors can be ambidextrous to see 

Dark shades morose, lighter ones happy 

The shades of one scene heavy as rocks 

Then beauty from within The Crayon Box 

All of us just pages within the color book 

With different themes and a different look 

All experiencing life with different knocks 

All colored by colors from The Crayon Box
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 Pearls From The Harbor

Pearls From The Harbor 

  

The ground shook and ships sank 

People lost their lives that dreadful day 

Families forever altered by the rank 

Pain and anguish dealt by war's fray 

  

Every conflict has left a mark and every war has left a scar. 

But what we stand to fight for, is what makes us who we are. 

  

Evil exists wether we admit it or not 

And with fear and trepidation we resist 

Standing for right may become our lot 

Although we'd rather cease and desist 

  

But when the fight comes to us, let's  

remember what's at stake 

And then boldly take up arms and fight the fight, for Heaven's Sake 

  

No man nor woman awakened that day 

With thoughts of planes or bombs away 

But Pearl Harbor was still shook 

And the events are in the history book 

  

We rose and dusted our broken bodies off 

And then simply did what had to be done 

While many may jeer and even scoff 

It's by defense that our freedom is won 

  

Every conflict has left a mark and every war has left a scar. 

But what we stand to fight for, is what makes us who we are. 

  

So today I pause to silently remember those who died that costly December 
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And with a grateful heart I take my pledge 

To stand in the gap and make up a hedge 

mdstone 2021
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 Scene of A Tragedy

Scene of A Tragedy 

  

I saw the flowers beside the road 

That marked the end of a story told 

And as my heart played a sad melody 

I beheld the scene of a tragedy 

  

It is her turn with the kids for a while 

So into her leased car they all did pile 

The remnants of what was once a family  

Is now just the scene of a tragedy 

  

The newspaper told of a horrible disease 

That rocked a family to its knees 

Now gathered together at the cemetery 

To commemorate the scene of a tragedy 

  

He had fought his battles for so very long 

And tried so hard for others to be strong 

But then he laid out a plan so carefully 

His room the scene of a tragedy 

  

He snorted it just to be one of the crew 

Not realizing what it was going to do 

Until one day he overdosed accidentally 

And died at the scene of a tragedy 

  

It was just a buzz he thought that night 

And climbed behind the wheel of plight 

Then plowed into a car so horrifically 

His lonely cell the scene of a tragedy
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 THE BEAST

THE BEAST 

I was walking in the woods one day 

It was a beautiful sunlit stroll 

The green was lush in the sun's ray 

Life was going great I was on a roll 

But I sensed a presence following me 

Something in the shadows just beyond 

What it was or where I could not see 

Till it met me in the meadow by the pond 

It sprung out of the trees with roar 

And was on top of me so fast I didn't know 

My mind and body now bleeding and tore 

And time suddenly started moving slow 

The beast was methodical in its plan 

It knew just the right places to assault 

This thing was no match for any man 

But some how I felt it was all my fault 

With a roar it stood up and then fell 

A stranger had shot him with a dart 

I was rescued from this torturous hell 

Though my life had now fallen apart 

Slowly I began to recover and heal 

Some things never came back to me 

But once again life started to have a feel 

And I am still becoming who I am to be
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 The Whisper

The Whisper 

  

He looked into the bathroom mirror staring back at the person on the other side 

He desperately tries to remember as he searches the archives of his memory  

  

With no identity he struggles to recall it all 

Unsure of where he's been or where he is 

He hangs his head in despair and anguish 

Who is this person looking back at me 

  

His life has been filled with so much uncertainty and frail hopes for change 

He begins to believe the lies that no one cares and his life is insignificant at best 

  

But all that changes in a silent second of time when the whisper is finally heard 

At first it is an unclear an unfamiliar sound with rhythmic vibrations to his pained soul 

  

But subconsciously recognition begins to awaken of words and sentences uttered 

His head and heart are both raised now 

As he begins to really see for the first time 

  

Clarity comes as the whisper continues until he comes to remember the story 

My life has not been one tragedy after another but a strategic rescue attempt 

  

And now he knows his value and worth and what cards he brings to life's table 

And he observes relief on the other man's face for the whisper changes everything 
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 Through The Battle

Through The Battle 

I came through the battle 

Blood streaked and scarred 

The landscape of my mind 

Now and forever marred 

You can't unsee war's scene 

You can't un-hear it's sound 

The warrior forever changed 

Just for standing their ground 

Do others see their valor 

Do they recognize their heroic frame 

Or do they simply think, 

"They're just not the same" 

Can one fight this bloody war 

And not be changed forever more 

T'is impossible to face the foe 

And not be dealt a mighty blow 

But the wounded warriors that you see 

Are still the people that we used to be 

Just limping now as we walk along 

Toughened by war but not always strong 

And you may think as you observe 

"They are so easy to rattle" 

But we are forever soldiers now 

Because we came through the battle
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 We Are Survivors

We Are Survivors 

  

We are survivors 

The kind that don't give in 

We may be down for a minute 

But we get back up again 

  

We are survivors 

A warrior lives within 

Trained and skilled in battle 

We're in it to the end 

  

We are survivors 

More than conquerors are we 

Rising from the ashes 

Like the Phoenix wild and free 

  

We are survivors 

Cause this battle is not our last 

We will live to fight another day 

Just as we have throughout our past 

  

Because we are... survivors
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 The Shades Of Hope

SHADES OF HOPE 

  

I didn't realize that hope came in colors 

And yet I see it swirled together in shades of pink, purple and light blue. 

There on the horizon the colors are dazzling to the eyes as molecules are stretched to this amazing
hue. 

I didn't know that wavelengths carried a message, that passing through the atmosphere they make
known. 

As they replace darkness with shades of hope they remind us, that soon the despair of night will be
long gone. 

It's brilliant colors almost like the rainbow with a promise of its own to fill our hearts with gladness
and cheer. 

Brilliant colors all announcing as if with trumpets and fanfare the good news, that soon the sun is
going to appear. 

It is sunrise and it's glorious to behold for the colors speak a language that is beyond any other
scope. 

I see it and it communicates to the very depths of my soul and these brilliant colors,... are the
shades of hope.
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 He Meets Us With Mercy In Our Mess

He Meets Us With Mercy In Our Mess 

The woman CAUGHT in Adultery: Jesus did not condemn her but He didn't condone her either...
what He did was CHANGE her!  She had MESSED Up. Jesus met her with mercy. 

The Man At The Pool - needed help, but had become defeated, bitter, and hopeless. He had
MISSED OUT. Jesus met him with mercy. 

Hanging Without Hope  

The Smooth Criminal's Confession of Faith. He had FINISHED UP, CLOSED OUT. His life was at
the end, but He Spoke Up. I deserve this... (I'm a sinner) This man did nothing wrong (He is the
Savior) Today when You come into Your kingdom... remember me. Jesus met him with mercy. 

Where Mercy Meets Mayhem  

Mayhem: crippling, weakening someone's ability to fight, to do damage!  Have you been through
situations that crippled a part of you? Your faith, your emotions, your finances, your faith... crippled.
Has someone maimed you emotionally, physically, spiritually, so that your ability to fight is seriously
weakened? Have you been damaged in any way, in any area?  

Perhaps you've WALKED OUT. This God crap is a farce! 

What does God think about that? How does God respond towards you in that Mayhem? 

Surely.... 

Goodness 

And Mercy 

Shall 

Follow 

Me 

All 

The Days 

Of My Life
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 The Wonder of Life

The Wonder of Life 

  

I learned to roll over today 

Rolled right off the bed 

Hey now I learned to walk 

Fell and bumped my head 

But this is the wonder of life 

  

Today I learned how to ride a bike 

Lost control when I ran over a spike 

Busted my lip and cut up my face 

One day I hope I'll learn how to race 

And this is the wonder of life 

  

Learned how to drive a car and now 

Got my license too some how 

Had my first fender bender you see 

Nothing too bad but I did hurt my knee 

And this is the wonder of life 

  

She walked down the aisle towards me 

We promised forever it would be 

But things change and hearts get broken 

And cruel words or so often spoken 

But this is the wonder of life 

  

Held my newborn baby boy  

I never knew such utter joy 

I laid him down and patted his head 

And he turned over and fell off the bed 

This too is the wonder of life 
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 Stained Glass

Stained Glass 

  

Crushing, breaking, moments come 

Shattering life into so many pieces 

Changing it with its catastrophic pain 

Coloring it with its unconscionable stain 

  

Leaving us with fragments frayed  

And washed in the fountain of our tears 

And they no longer seem presentable or fit 

Our fears and failures we have to admit 

  

Or perhaps from the hand of another 

We've been wounded and torn asunder 

The pieces scarred and bloody still remain 

Why oh why, is our constant refrain 

  

We had hoped up front for a work of art 

It's how you finish and not your start 

But life has shattered our dreams to bits 

Hard to find beauty when nothing fits 

  

Yet the pile of pieces has accumulated still 

Heartaches and troubles come at will 

But at the end we shall all say, Alas 

My life is a beautiful work of stained glass
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 Repose

REPOSE 

  

There is a place and no one knows 

Where I can find a few moments repose 

It's a mystical thing as life usually goes 

This quite place of healing and repose 

A secret place that I shall not disclose 

This private place, of quiet repose 

I meet hear a lover who always shows 

For our intimate time of sacred repose 

But it is not scandalous as you suppose 

This clandestine meeting for brief repose 

It might even take place right under your nose 

That is how stealthy is this place of repose 

Head is bowed as eyes start to close 

I'm going there now for a bit of repose
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 Serendipitous Connection

Serendipitous Connection 

  

It was a serendipitous encounter 

That started with a desultory conversation 

Where beans are brewed into liquid gold 

With a choice of breakfast, mild, or bold 

She was a barista with stories to tell 

One might rush to judgement to rashly 

Her body pontificating with artistic display 

I a curious inquisitor of life's plot and play 

And oh how she drew me in with her tales 

Gaining that, you can only know by asking 

Subsequently friendship formed between 

Two rugged souls, previous paths unseen 

Each bearing their marks a different way 

Could've missed connecting if not aware 

Commonality lies beneath the superficial 

Human beings sharing becomes beneficial 

It was a quite spontaneous exchange 

By chance two travelers connecting so 

But when one extends compassion's hand 

The serendipitous can be quite grand
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 The Desert Day Unwinds

The Desert Day Unwinds 

  

The sun is setting on the day gone by 

Pink clouds float like cotton candy in the sky 

The colors of the desert reflect on the day 

As coyotes prepare for dusks ritualistic play 

The brush dots the landscape of rock and sand 

Colors like a rainbow striated through the land 

The rock sculpture art appeals to the eye 

Our thoughts as deep as canyons we pass by 

The intricacies of nature entertain our mind 

Taking in the beauty as the desert day unwinds
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 The Whisper of Our Soul

The Whisper of Our Soul 

  

I sit amidst the hectic call of life 

Encumbered with a heavy toll of strife 

Watching other people busily pass by 

Hearing their silent but deep, heavy sigh 

Weighed down with "what if" on their mind 

Searching for a peace they cannot find 

Occupied with such busyness of heart 

That technology and media impart 

Hurrying to reach the next destination 

While masking a rising desperation 

By chance I look up, a breath to take 

And behold the serenity of yonder lake 

And for a moment life seems a little lighter 

The rays of hope shine a little brighter 

And my soul says, "Slow down, take it in." 

"Get back to the basics of life again. 

Dig your toes in the sand, feel the breeze 

Catch rays from the sun, see the trees. 

Get out on the water and jump in to play. 

Take time to really LIVE life, every day!"
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 The Day Awakens

The Day Awakens 

A lone squirrel does a tightrope act along the fence 

Otherwise the morning is still with a blanket of suspense 

The sky still lacks the brightness of the sun 

I look for motion in the leaves but there is none 

Even the flies that normally join me are late 

It's like the day is up, but not yet awake 

I could swear I just saw the day stretch and yawn 

About the time out in the meadow I spy a fawn 

The orchestra in the pit begins to coo and sing 

And the sounds of day start to have a familiar ring 

A little bird hops by in the yard like dancing the stroll 

The day nods and smiles and says, "Let's Roll"
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 Understanding Me

Understanding Me 

I look up into the bespeckled night sky 

And oh what wonder engages my eye 

The streaks of light mystify the mind 

And oh what treasures might I find 

Hiding within a constellation's great lore 

Asteroids and comets and meteors galore 

A vast and ever increasing domain 

Where only memory's echo does remain 

And to think this scene started so long ago 

Yet tonight I stand illuminated in it's glow 

Looking out into a time now gone by 

That I should stand beneath this very sky 

Till it dawns on me that I'm a speck of dust 

Chiseled from this spinning Earth's crust 

Still able to appreciate the grandeur I see 

And come to a better understanding of me 

In this great Universal scheme I'm a part 

But I'm just a stroke in this work of art
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 Thunder Storm

Thunder Storm 

  

The symphony eases into dramatic theme 

Drawing imaginations to an eerie scene 

The percussion session comes alive  

With the ever persistent melody's drive 

Until at last a boom from the bass drum 

Shakes us from the hypnotic rhythmic hum 

The horns flash and suspense builds more 

The violins buzz like it's starting to pour 

Soon all instruments are fully engaged 

The conductor moving like a man enraged 

As soon as it seems the building will fall 

The crescendo ends and silence is all 

Until a flute doth lightly break through 

Hope is restored by the breath that blew 

The conductor now calm bows to his crew 

The crowd erupts after taking his cue 

The storm rolls off to some distant shore 

I close the curtain and worry no more
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 DAWN

Dawn 

That mingled moment of darkness and light 

When images of the day are but silhouettes of sight 

In the stillness of morning that's still not fully awake 

Allowing you the opportunity to let your mind debate 

Pondering the sparkle from a dew drop on a blade 

To the dimly lit sky streaked with a multi colored shade 

The sounds of silence invigorate the heart and soul 

Morning meditations that can heal and make you whole 

Watching the darkness go with all its fear and doubt 

And letting Hope dawn again that it's going to all work out
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 TUG-OF-WAR

Tug-Of-War 

This time there are no teams 

It's just me against the enemy it seems 

There are knots tied in the hope 

And a loop at the end that's dope 

  

So I wrap in tight and hunker down 

The enemy is tugging without a sound 

  

I feel myself being drug along  

The music fades with the words of the song 

  

But a voice inside whispers, "Not who you are." 

"To be defeated in this, Tug Of War" 

  

Suddenly the volume rises with words of praise 

I feel the rage inside me beginning to raise 

  

Tapping into the supernatural power inside me 

I have what it takes to defeat the enemy 

  

So, with determined effort I pull the other way 

And declare in Jesus Name, "No Devil, not today!"
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 Rocky Mountain High

Rocky Mountain High 

  

Rocky terrain and falling rain 

Pressed hard on bodies out of shape 

Made Tree Line and then night time 

Four men in too small of a space 

Commons area erected to meet and eat 

Was a place where stories were told 

Night number two, the open cold was bold 

Tucked way down in a rolled out bag 

Then the morning came like a freight train 

The sun's light and warmth behind a peak 

The ground was rock, no sleep, tick tock 

But oh the sights that we were able to see 

Three days later we made the grade 

Spent over an hour in a steamy hot shower 

Washing away the pain that remained 

Rocky Mountain High, Colorado 
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 Back To The Sea

Back To The Sea 

  

Picking up speed as it heads to the fall 

Over the edge and plunging no where 

It rushes on down stream as time goes 

The majestic and mighty winding around 

Changing the landscape as it flows 

And the rush of the fall is a deafening call 

It's power reaches down deep to the soul 

The River runs wild and fast and free 

Hurrying to find its way home to the sea 

Until at rest, finally home no more to roam 

It is one with with the mysterious and vast  

No more wandering through rapid or falls 

No more lazy days wandering on aimlessly 

But at peace with what it was born to be 

The river that made it, back to the sea
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 Deeds In The Dark

Deeds In The Dark 

Betrayed by blood and tossed aside 

Left to ponder what will be my fate 

In the depth of darkness I hear it now 

As voices barter over my future estate 

Then bound and captive taken away 

Everything I'd known now left behind 

Playing the cards that I had been dealt 

And in a weird twist, fate turned kind 

But then put in an inconceivable place 

She pursues with a passion and lust 

But when denied she traps me still 

Forcing the man to do what he must 

Now captive to all that has captured me 

I have nothing but time to feel my pain 

Until an opportunity came along my way 

But only to be forgotten all over again 

Time marched on and a certain day came 

I was brought up out of the darkest pain 

Not one part of my story ever made sense 

But deeds in the dark are promotions gain
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 She Held My Hand

She Held My Hand 

Sick and scared I laid there by her 

Until knowingly she held my hand 

Then all my fears just fled away 

As I drifted on to sweet dreams land 

My heart was thumping palms sweating 

As she slowly and timidly held my hand 

Two young loves sitting close together 

These new feelings sure were grand 

I stared at her tiny frame in disbelief  

Then out of her blanket she held my hand 

Just hours old and already a daddy's girl 

I knew right then for her I'd take a stand 

I helped her out of the car seat and down 

As we started to walk she held my hand 

And in that moment all of life is in harmony 

My little granddaughter and I are a strand
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 Surreal

SURREAL 

I must have nodded off just before 

But was awakened by the slamming door 

The debate was heated to say the least 

Everyone vying to say their peace 

My pulse quickened and my grip grew tight 

I knew that this just couldn't be right 

And so I inserted myself into the mess 

Tempers flaring, and yes, I digress 

For the point is simply one of deception 

A lie fertilized and leading to conception 

Until I felt compelled to expose it all 

With the fervor of one who accepts a call 

However it will not go unchallenged by lot 

Threats were issued as people got hot 

Rousing to realize it's not as it seem 

My body reacting even though a dream 

Taking a few beats to grasp was it real 

What my mind imagines can feel so surreal 
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 Pieces Of Yesterday

Pieces Of Yesterday 

Sometimes the pieces all fall into place 

Instead of just falling apart 

Moments, days, months, and years 

Bring healing to your broken heart 

And while scars still mark the memories 

Of yesterday's trouble and pain 

The savory taste of good times, also still remain 

Just as we have four seasons each year 

All with complexities and beauty their own 

So our years have their own high and low 

Reaping the life and death that are sown 

Ah, but this too shall pass my friend 

The scattered pieces all over the ground 

For there, were some broken piece had lain 

Something brand new, will soon be found 

So, don't linger on all the jagged edges 

Sweep them up and promptly put them away 

Do not miss the beauty that is before you 

By staring at the pieces of yesterday
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 Eagles Mania

Eagles Mania 

  

When you're living Life In The Fast Lane 

You have to learn how to Take It Easy 

Or you'll end up Waiting In The Weeds 

Somewhere down The Seven Bridges Road 

Suffering from a Heartache Tonight 

In a lonely room at The Hotel California 

Because you can't hide your Lyin' Eyes 

It'll all come out One Of These Nights 

All while you're chasing a Desperado 

Or trying to win some Witchy Woman 

In The Long Run it's Already Gone 

You know, that Peaceful Easy Feeling 

And even though I Can't Tell You Why 

You'll feel like a New Kid In Town 

So when you Take It To The Limit 

And it all feels like Wasted Time 

Get Over It and remember The Best of My Love 

There is always one more Tequila Sunrise
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 Jabez

Jabez 

They come in all shapes and sizes too 

Some utter many words others just a few 

They're creative or fact driven each day 

Some all business and some all play 

But still all fascinating to say the least 

From the ultimate beauty to the ghastly beast 

All speaking native languages out loud 

And striving to make their culture proud 

Just trying their best to get through each day 

Not right or wrong just doing it their way 

I'm talking of course about people here 

And a special prayer that I hold dear 

When it comes to harm please help me refrain 

The last thing I want to do is cause other people pain
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 Fragile

Fragil 

  

It was a one of kind piece and rare for its time 

Sparkling, beautiful, and valuable like glass 

So many admired it and longed for its shine 

Walking by in lines beholding as they passed 

But when you put something out on display 

You must be more vigilant to guard its care 

Too many distractions take your attention away 

And you can lose something so unique and rare 

It was a chain of events that led to this fate 

And careless attention ended up in its demise 

We tried to stop it, but we we waited too late 

So this tragic event should come as no surprise 

What we once held dear is now broken and shattered 

Its sparkle, beauty, and value are here no more 

We weep and bleed sifting through pieces scattered 

Mourning what has crashed on the cold, hard, floor
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 The Marshal

The Marshal 

  

With a twirl of the gun he fired his shot 

In the days of the wild Wild West 

His face was stern and his eyes were cold 

His hands were steadier than the rest 

His legend proceeded him as he went 

Men hid themselves as women swooned 

But like all men he had a destiny to face 

Staring death in its hollow eyes at noon 

Holding out a hand he reached for her 

But she had long since left him alone 

And with his breath fleeing with his soul 

The last of his pretenses were gone 

His reckless ways had pushed her away 

And now as he lie there in his own blood 

He could no longer muster the macho act 

Tears ran down both cheeks like a flood 

The lawman was human after all 

The mask now pulled from his face 

He had lived life by the sword 

But now his heart was exposed in its place 

With that he welcomed death's relief 

Slowly closed his eyes and bowed his head 

Then the noise of life grew still and silent  

And another Marshall now lay dead
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 Storms O The Sea

Storms O The Sea 

  

She listed hard to the starboard side 

Rolling neath the angry waves o the sea 

We hung on tight to ride her out 

Wondering how tough it's gone be 

  

Everything inside her thrown to and fro 

The mighty beast moaned in agony 

And every heathen prayed to God 

In the heaving depths o the stormy sea 

  

Bow to the fierce face o the scowling sky 

Then dropped violently back to the sea 

The hull groans under the intense force 

As her crew groans, 'God help me' 

  

The hope of peaceful days under the sun 

Dashed by the crashing o an angry sea 

From stem to stern she rocked and creaked 

Every inch o her shaken violently 

  

All o the sudden she emerged intact  

Sun peaking through as clouds did flee 

Sailors cheered and shared a toast 

'To surviving the storms o the sea'
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 Letting Go of Your Dreams

Letting Go Of Your Dreams 

  

It was so light it could almost float on air 

Yet it was full, stretched taut on a dare 

The bright appearance caught my eye 

In my mind I saw it flying high in the sky 

Carefree as the current gave it wings 

Like a melody played out on strings 

But the tone grew intense and loud 

As it flew on past an ominous cloud 

The skin bulging where weak spots hid 

The shape not looking as it once did 

Not enough pressure to harness the push 

The framework around it feeling like mush 

Until "BAM" the whole thing exploded hard 

Dreams crashed down In someone's  yard 

It seems light enough to float on air 

But letting go of your dreams only ends in despair
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 The Winds Of Change

The Winds Of Change 

The air is crisp and fresh as I breathe 

Observing golden speckles of sunlight dancing on red and yellow leaves 

The cool air demands a Vestigial response  

Brown leaves on the ground had hoped to branches that they might ensconce 

But now litter the ground of golden grass 

The swirling wind driving and tossing them 

What secrets are shared as they pass 

Quietly I hear its alluring and soft call 

Through the dropping temperatures and hot aromatic crockpot meals of the Fall 

And I entranced by its pied piper's song 

Without even a thought, methodically march to the beat as I follow along 

Savoring the smell of wood burning air 

Got a new pep in my step as the winds of change are blowing away every care 

The air is crisp and fresh as I breathe 

Observing golden speckles of sunlight dancing on red and yellow leaves
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 On Top Of My Head

On Top Of My Head 

  

Where in the world did I put them 

Are they on the table by my bed 

Oh I hope I have not lost them 

There's a sense of growing dread 

I've torn the house apart in search 

And found some other things instead 

But I still have not found what I'm looking for 

A few bad words, might have been said 

Then someone points out the obvious 

And my face starts turning red 

Why here's my silly glasses 

Sitting right on top of my head
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 Catching My Breath

Catching My Breath 

  

Muscles tight and holding my breath 

Tension mounts as seconds tick by 

My heart pounding inside of my chest 

Inhaling deep and releasing a sigh 

  

The moment around me took my breath away 

It was so much for my mind to take in 

Stilling my soul and getting thoughts in array 

Until I felt my breath return once again 

  

Then in the stillness of the early morning light 

I saw my breath in the air for a beat 

The vapor of life in clear line of sight 

Inhale... Exhale... and repeat  

  

Slow and deep filling my lungs with air 

Peace is now my soul's rich bequest 

Mind and body now release all care 

Sweet reward of catching my breath
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 The Party Favor

The Party Favor 

Pixels of days gone by stream the screen 

Data points of mode, median, and mean 

Solving for X and totaling up the sum 

Facts and figures that make the heart numb 

While the Jester entertains the lonely crowd 

Tears flow like rain from out of a cloud 

Memory's drama plays out on the stage 

A silent movie from the black and white age 

The masquerade allowing emotion to hide 

A Venetian mask keeps identities inside 

Grasping Champaign with hands that waver 

Soon we'll all leave with the party favor
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 Some Kind Of Warrior

Some Kind Of Warrior 

  

Blood streaked and cut deep he lay 

From wounds incurred along the way 

Warring and fighting battles fierce 

Beside the One with hands nail pierced 

Not realizing how valiantly he had fought 

Forgetting about the name he had sought 

Yet she proclaimed it, but it went unheeded 

God saving it for a time when it was needed 

Are you some kind of warrior she asked 

Performing the job that she had been tasked 

This very morning recalling those words 

That still small voice was quietly heard 

Six years before you had asked Me your name 

And three years after I made it plain 

To you My timing may seem bizarre 

But I call you Warrior, that's who you are
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 Winter Blues

Winter Blues 

Hues of blue and shades of gray 

Clouds block out the light of day 

Cold soaked bones shiver within 

Goosebumps ripple on top of skin 

The whole sky looks weary and sad 

People scurrying around, coat clad  

The heavy air squeezing out joy 

At seasonal depression's sly employ 

With hearts as dark as a Winter's night 

Or plants without the hope of light 

Down the path that be our plight 

Hoping we last through the long cold fight
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 I Am Charlie Brown

I Am Charlie Brown 

Gasping for air as I lie upon the ground 

Hear I go again 'cause I am Charlie Brown 

It beckoned me from that usual voice 

I stared back with a common choice 

So many times before I had fallen  

And yet here it is again, temptation callin' 

But it was set up so well 

I could kick it a mile, I could tell 

And this would be the time, I just knew it 

And my mind was made up lickety-split 

Running so fast to fulfill my desire 

Those old lies once again fueling the fire 

I gave it my best with a mighty Heave-Ho 

Flying through the air, time went real slow 

Gasping for air as I lie upon the ground 

Thinking to myself, I am Charlie Brown
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 WEREWOLF

WEREWOLF 

The full moon rises high in the sky 

Trying to push back feelings as I 

Start seeing that old familiar shift 

Cells and tendons starting to drift 

As unwanted changes start to prowl 

And all of the sudden I begin to howl 

Locking myself in chains with a hood 

Hoping that I won't end up to no good 

Hair growing fast on hands and feet 

Razor sharp nails are tearing the sheet 

Bones and joints still crack and pop 

As muscles twitch and ripple non-stop 

When I come back what will I find 

Look out now... I'm loosing my mind 

Chains snap and I'm out on the run 

The only hope now, is the morning sun
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 Just You and Just I

JUST YOU AND JUST I 

It was you and I against the world 

Our flag of love flew free and unfurled 

We faced the enemies that came to fight 

Healed as we held each other every night 

Although we were in the battles of life 

We were happy even in the midst of strife 

But then a seductive strategy unveiled 

And assumptive embitterments were held 

It became you against I and I against you 

No longer did we have the power of two 

And all will became lost of victories won 

Until the misery of life replaced all the fun 

It was you and I and man did we soar high 

But now, now it's just you and now it's just I 
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 One Lump Or Two

One Lump Or Two 

There was nothing artificial about it then 

Just a lump or two gently dropped in 

Nothing malicious about it's meaning 

No judgement about which way you were leaning 

Just a simple question to inquire 

One lump or two? What's your desire 

It wasn't pink or yellow or blue 

Prepackaged substances without a clue 

Further dividing people, driving a wedge 

Setting the pink people and blue on edge 

Kindness like sweetener was measured and true 

The only question was, One Lump or Two
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 Glass To Glass Does Clang

Glass To Glass Does Clang 

Some times there's just no reason or rhyme. Life carry's you down the stream violently and you're
just trying to keep your face out of the water. Rocks and debris have taken a toll on you and you are
bruised and bloody as you go. Your party has been separated and many haven't been seen in quite
a while. Tired and sun parched your drenched body hangs on for its very life. Another plunge takes
you down under and you scrap for the surface and some air. Memories of sun filled floats down
tranquil trails, flood your heart and soul. And you wonder to yourself what has made that peaceful
water so angry? There is no music, no playful conversations, only focus on surviving the horror that
has befallen your world. Finally there lies the trails end as you frantically paddle to shore. Shaking
legs support a mind that's trying to make sense of it, as the others make their way onto the sand.
Soon all are accounted for and bodies tense and stiff begin to loosen up. And as night falls ore the
busted crew, the hum of life resumes it refrain. For tales of valor fill the air as glass to glass does
clang.
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 Irrelevant

Irrelevant 

It's not the disruption in patterns of sleep 

Nor the many times to the loo I creep 

It's not even the pain in every single joint 

Loss of vision and hearing are not the point 

Not acid reflux, fatty livers, or the like 

No none of these deal the hardest strike 

But what makes this aging life so decadent 

Is the feeling that now I am irrelevant
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 It?s Your Theme

It's Your Theme 

Imagination rustles in the breeze 

Secrets revealed in the whisper of trees 

Tantalizing tales told at dusk's birth 

Soon darkness envelopes this side of the earth 

Veiling understanding to all its reasons 

Ushering in the coming of night seasons 

Here in the dark you hear your heart beat 

And summon the courage to finally defeat 

Those demons that whisper in your ear 

Trying to bring you down through your fear 

At last a song is heard at dawns light 

Playing the theme of your victorious fight
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 ENTANGLED

ENTANGLED 

It was a mysterious part of the ocean floor 

A much deeper dive than I ever had before 

Lost in the wonder of never before seen 

Awareness distracted, senses less keen 

Tentacles gripped me and I wrangled 

In the depths of darkness I am entangled 

I saw the vastness of its shape and form 

Looked into its eyes so fierce and forlorn 

It pulled me in close and tightened its grip 

With a gleam in its eye and smirk on the lip 

Suspended in this blackness bedangled 

Eying the beast that has me entangled 

Struggling to break free and low on air 

The balance of fate was tipping to despair 

All at once released I swam upward fast 

Not knowing if or how long this would last 

I broke the surface gasping, head angled 

I fear any day, I'll once again be entangled
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 Melancholy Waters Flow

Melancholy waters flow 

Lonely stones along the bottom roll 

Above The Watchers stretch and yawn 

Their residents chattering at the dawn 

In the distance echoes yip and growl 

Returning from nocturnal prowl 

Optimistic droplets of morning dew 

Reflecting images of dreams now through 

What flows by now they've seen before 

Crashing towards the ocean floor 

Perpetually runs until the final bell's toll 

These melancholy waters flow
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 Rain Dance

RAIN DANCE 

Dusty trails through dense brush lead 

Out into the wild where the lions feed 

Moccasins dance to a steady drum beat 

Inviting cool rain to come ease the heat 

Children play on the sun baked clay 

At the edge of the huts where a wile wolf lay 

The moon is full casting shadows in the night 

Indian chants give desperate prayers flight 

For crops to grow and hunting game 

A song and dance to summon rain
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